Bronze facade detail of the American Folk Art Museum by Tsien Williams, Mew York,
2001 (Photo: John Hill, 2013)

thermal energies
postgraduate studio 2016

This project invites exploration of heat as a perceptual experience, as a process of fabrication, or
an environmental condition. There are research
opportunities for Year 4 Honours and Year 5 Masters students in this area. Projects might include:
+ architectural projects exploiting solar gain,
thermal mass, or artificial environmental control systems.
+ designs for furniture, fittings, or surfaces exploiting thermal properties or processes.
+ projects for extreme or marginally habitable
environments probing the relationship between heat and life.
+ other architectural, interior, landscape, or
furniture investigations into related themes.
Heat is part of our perceptual world, one of the
axes of our sensitivity. How could heat be used
as an aesthetic or poetic medium? We are surrounded by things that have passed through heat:
steaming, firing, steeping, melting, charring, ster-

lising. How could you experiment with the constructive capacities of heat? Organisms have
evolved an array of strategies for retaining and
getting rid of heat, including reshaping their environments. How might heat be considered as a
contextual factor?
Research projects will address well-defined design problems for specific sites, proposed by individual researchers. You need to commit to working as part of a studio collective — we’re not lone
wolves!
Carl Douglas / carl.douglas@aut.ac.nz
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emergent ecologies lab
postgraduate studio 2016

Emergent Ecologies speculates on post-carbon
urban design futures through co-creative research
or design projects and public events.
Work with Auckland Council on Emergent Ecologies Lab (EEL) projects or develop your own
project addressing EEL concerns:
+
+
+
+

ecological urbanism
water urbanism
design futures
AUT campus design opportunities

The Lab (EEL) is a research and teaching collective based at the School of Art and Design at the
Auckland University of Technology. Its membership comprises research and teaching faculty
of the university, research candidates for higher
degrees. EEL has developed a co-creative model with partners – Iwi, local government, designprofessions, student-researchers – in real-world
design or research projects. Addressing Anthropogenic climate change, resource depletion, pollution and biodiversity decline EEL emphasises
potentials for a more ethical and enjoyable world.

EEL’s engagement strategies include workshops,
public talks, exhibitions, installations and an international performance biennial: these aim at connecting diverse capacities in ecology, urbanism
and indigenous cultures in order to invent viable
designed futures.
See EEL website for more http://emergentecologies.net/2015-honours-masters-studios/ )

Amanda Yates / ayates@aut.ac.nz
Amanda Yates is an academic at AUT, Spatial Design and the
director of EEL: her design work has been published widely
(Dwell; Forty-Six Square Metres of Land Doesn’t Normally Become A House; Prague Quadrennial of Performance Design
and Space, 2011 & 2015) as has her writing (Situated Structures
in Performance and Temporalisation 2015; Oceanic Spaces of
Flow in Architecture in the Space of Flows, 2012; Micro-urbanism – Regenerative Buildings and the Architectural Landscape
of the Pa in Taone Tupu Ora – Indigenous Knowledge and Sustainable Urban Design)

Tuesday 3 November
WW306
HONOURS
APPLICATION
WORKSHOP
10am—12 noon
Supervisors will talk about
their research and possible
projects.
Get advice and assistance
in preparing your project
proposal.

